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Accurate Determination of the y+ Magnetic Moment*
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Using a precession technique, the magnetic moment of the positive mu meson is determined to an accuracy
of 0.007% Muons are brought to rest in a bromoform target situated in a homogeneous magnetic Geld,
oriented at right angles to the initial muon spin direction. The precession of the spin about the Geld direction,
together with the asymmetric decay of the muon, produces a periodic time variation in the probability
distribution of electrons emitted in a Gxed laboratory direction. The period of this variation is compared
with that of a reference oscillator by means of phase measurements of the "beat note" between the two.
The magnetic Geld at which the precession and reference frequencies coincide is measured with reference to
a proton nuclear magnetic resonance magnetometer. The ratio of the muon precession frequency to that of
the proton in the same magnetic Geld is thus determined to be 3.1834+0.0002. Using a re-evaluated lower
limit to the muon mass, this is shown to yield a lower limit on the muon g factor of 2 (1.00122+0.00008), in
agreement with the predictions of quantum electrodynamics.

I. INTRODUCTION

ECKKT developments in the theory of weak
interactions' make it appear that many of the

properties of the mu meson can be accounted for on the
assumption that it enters into interactions in the same
way as the electron but has a much larger mass. The
electromagnetic properties of the muon, therefore,
acquire increased interest as a further test of the
identity of the interactions of the two particles.

Quantum electrodynamics' makes the prediction
that the magnetic moment of a spin —, Dirac particle is
1.00116' times that predicted by Dirac theory, eh/mc.
The anomalous magnetic moment of the electron does
indeed agree with this prediction. 4 Application of
similar calculations to the muon involves the extension
of electrodynamics into a more relativistic region than
required in the case of the electron. For instance,
existence of a finite cutoff to the theory would result in
a magnetic moment closer to the Dirac prediction. '

The present experiment is a measurement of the
magnetic moment of the mu meson. Comparison of the
result with theory depends on accurate knowledge of
the muon mass. In Sec. VI, the experimental determi-
nation of the lower limit to the muon mass is discussed,
and a corresponding lower limit to the g factor is
derived.

The existence of polarized muon beams and a means
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of detecting the direction of polarization via their
asymmetric decay' made possible the measurement of
the muon magnetic moment. In the original experiment
it was found necessary, to obtain agreement with the
asymmetry curve, to assume a value of the moment
close to the Dirac prediction. In this way the value was
determined to an accuracy of 1%The Liverpool group, '
using an analog time-to-height converter to record the
distribution in time of the emitted electrons, achieved
an accuracy of 0.7%%u~. A resonance technique, in which
the muons were stopped in a large static magnetic
field oriented parallel (or antiparallel) to the direction
of initial polarization, and were then re-oriented by an
rf oscillating Geld perpendicular to it, was employed at
this laboratory. ' The reversal in polarization was de-
tected by a change in the counting rate of electrons
emitted along the initial muon spin direction. The
result of that experiment for the ratio of the muon
moment to that of the proton is 3.1865~0.0022.

The 6nite lifetime of the muon introduces a width
into any frequency determination given by Acvdt=1,
Higher accuracy, therefore, necessitates going to higher
fields and higher frequencies. The resonance technique
sufII'ers from the dif6culty of producing rf fields of su%-
ciently high intensity. The precession method, making
more sophisticated use of the electron time distribution
was, therefore, employed. The Chicago group' formed
coincidences between the emitted electron and the
negative half of a 48.63 Mc/sec oscillator triggered
by the stopping muon. They report f„/f„=3.1838
~0.0008."

In the present case, a precession technique is again
employed. Muons brought to rest in a bromoform
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target situated entirely within a very uniform magnetic
field at right angles to the spin, will precess about the
field direction with the Larmor frequency, geH/2nzc.
The time distribution of electrons emitted in a given
direction is the product of the exponential decay of the
muon and the rapid sinusoidal variation as the muon
spin rotates. To record this distribution directly would
tax the capacity of airy pulse-height-analyzer's memory,
and place severe requirements on the linearity of the
time-to-pulse height converter. Therefore, the total
elapsed time between the stopping of the muon and
the detection of the decay positron was not recorded,
but only the difference between this time and the
nearest integral number of cycles of a Axed reference
oscillator. Positrons for which the elapsed time after
mu stopping differed by a whole number of cycles were
stored as counts in the same channel of the pulse-
height analyzer. Thus, the display observed was the
superposition of many cycles of precession. If the
reference oscillator frequency is the same as the pre-
cession frequency, the contributions from each of the
cycles reinforce each other; and the folded distribution
is one cycle of the (1+a cos8) periodic distribution.
If the two frequencies are far diferent, the contributions
from the various cycles will interfere destructively, and
the folded distribution is Oat. If the two frequencies
are only slightly diferent (that is, their difference is
less than the reciprocal lifetime of the muon), the
folded distribution will still display the cosine term,
but it will be reduced in amplitude, and in general
shifted in its phase. These changes are a function of the
difference between the two frequencies, the length of
the gate during which electrons are accepted, and the

delay between the time of the stopping of the muon and
the opening of this gate. In particular, as is shown in

Sec. II, the phase shift is a sensitive function of this

delay and the frequency difference.
In this experiment two electron gates with different

initial delays are employed, yielding folded distributions

which are stored separately. The diGereiice in phase
between these distributions is then used as a measure

of the departure from resonance" (at which the two

phases should be the same).

IVY ——Q Xg(Q+2me)
n=p

(2)

Thus, S~ is exactly what is displayed on the pulse-
height analyzer as a result of the folding process,
modulo the period of the reference oscillator. It now
remains to analyze the distribution so as to derive the
magnetic moment as accurately as possible. The sum-

mation (2) is easily performed, using cosu=Re(e'),
as a geometric series, with the result
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The salient features of this distribution are the ampli-
tude reduction factor, R, and the phase shift, O.p. These
are functions of the difference between precession and
reference frequencies, given by

1—exp( —2~/(upr)
Ee' o= (4)

1—exp/ —21I/Mpr+27I$(Q3" Mo)/Q)p]

For ~&a" cop)(("p, which is always the case in this
experiment, the approximate formulas hold that

8=[1+((o"—cop)'r'], (Sa)

parameter, beam polarization, and depolarization factor
of the target material.

Let 4=~pt,

where ~p is the frequency of the fixed reference oscil-
lator.

Further, let C=g+2~e,

where m is an integer such that 0&&&2m. Then
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II. MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTION

The probability that an electron will be detected in

a counter telescope subtending a solid angle dQ, during

a time interval dt, occurring at an elapsed time t after
the muon came to rest, is

Eqdt=e '~'[1+a cos(co~t —8))(dQ/4n)(dt/r), (1)

where r is the muon mean life; co~ is its precession fre-

quency in a magnetic field H; 0 is the angle between

the direction of the initial muon spin and the momentum

of the electron; a is the product of the decay asymmetry

These quantities may be recovered from a given
experimental Xe by a Fourier analysis (which in this
case is equivalent to a least-squares fitting of the
parameters R and np). Several alternative ways of
using such data suggest themselves: (1) The function
E ' may be plotted es magnetic field; it will have its
maximum point when the two frequencies are the same.
Equation (5a) shows that this peak will not be sharp
(see Fig. 6), and the statistics required to obtain a
result with the desired degree of precision (0.01%)
make this method impractical. (2) The function np,

which is much more sensitive to smaB frequency
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differences, may be plotted vs magnetic field, passing
through zero at "resonance. " However, precise knowl-
edge of o.p requires knowledge of the geometric angle 8
to the same precision, as well as of the phase shifts
introduced by time delays throughout the electronic
measuring apparatus (and the assurance that the latter
do not change during the course of the data-taking).
Such knowledge and such assurance are not generally
available. (3) The Chicago techniqueP corresponds to
observing just the number of counts in that channel of
the PHA display for which Q&

—t/) =0. This number is
then proportional to $1+(a/R) cosap7, provided the
setting is correct aiid does not drift.

In the present experiment systematic difhculties due
to uncertainties in the geometric and electronic phase
shifts are avoided by comparing two sets of data col-
lected during the same run. It will be shown that such
shifts and drifts are cancelled out by this procedure,
provided they are the same for both sets.

E6'ect of Finite Gate Length

If electrons are accepted only from t= T until
t= T+G, the distribution becomes

1Vp (delay T, gate G) =1Vp (delay= T)

/V p (delay= T+—G),

—(e
—T/r e

—(T+o)/r) 1+
EEg
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and
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Eg oscillates, as a function of or~, between 1 and
tanh (G/2r), the oscillations becoming smaller and faster

Effect of Delaying the Electron Gate

If electrons are not accepted until after t=T, the
sum in (2) must be taken from rt= pppT to in6nity. The
result is

1Vp(delay= T)= e r/'(1+ (a/R) cosL(p/Ir/p/p)P —&

—up+ (p/~ p/p) T$) e—&/""(f/2') (dQ/4rr), (6)

which is the same as (3) except for the factor
exp( —T/r), to account for the fact that some of the
muons have disappeared before the gate is opened, and
the additional phase term, (p/I/ —p/p)T, which expresses
the fact that the "initial" spin direction (by which is
meant the direction of the muon spin at the time when
&=0 during the erst cycle after the gate is opened) has
been changed due to the precession.

as 6 increases.
sin(co~ —(up) G

tan@(G) =
exp (+G/r) c—os(co~ p—/p)G

This additional phase shift may be interpreted, as
being due to the change in the position of the centroid of
the time distribution when the gate length is shortened.
This may be seen as follows. For

~
(p/ss —p/p)G~((1

where

g~—g/r
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In this experiment, separate measurements were
made of the p distribution of electrons falling within
two diferent gates: the first from t=o until t=T~
(the "early" gate); the second from t= T, until t=T&
(the "late" gate). The quantity n of Eqs. (7) and (8) is
determined (to within an arbitrary constant) for each,
by Fourier analysis. Then, with no approximatiom,

&early +late (p/H p/p)T1 &(T2)++(Tl), (12)

where n(T&) and n(T&) are given by Eq. (9).For T& ——T,,
the graph of early-late phase shift ~s magnetic field is a
straight line, passing through zero when (@II and cop are
the same. If the gate lengths are diferent this graph
still has the same intercept, and is an antisymmetric
function of the frequency difference, independent of
what these frequencies are. For the usual choices of
gate length, the curve is quite linear over the range of
interest. For example if, as in this experiment, Tq 1.75——
microseconds, T2=3.9 microseconds, the curve can be
approximated by a straight line of slope 0.855 degree/
kilocycle, to within 0.1 degree out to 50 kc/sec, and to
within 0.5 degree out to 100 kc/sec. In practice the
experimental points are fitted to a straight line by least
squares, and the slope is seen to agree with the pre-
diction.

The above gives an estimate of the ultimate sensi-
tivity of this technique. If a phase angle can be meas-
ured to within five degrees, which is readily done with
the present apparatus, then the frequency may be
determined to within 6 kc/sec. Greater precision is
obtained by working at higher frequencies, limited
eventually by the time resolution of the system (which
must be better than ~~ the period of the oscillator) and
the homogeneity of the magnetic field.

III. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

A particle stopping in the target is indicated by
the coincidence 1234 (see Fig. 1 for arrangement of
counters), and a decay electron in the forward or back-
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7"GRAPHITE
ABSORBER TARGET

FIG. 1. Experimental arrangement. E=nuclear magnetic reso-
nance probe. Muons coming to rest are identi6ed by a 1234
coincidence. The decay electron gives a 4513 {forward electron)
or 2314 coincidence falling within a 5.7 @sec gate.

ward direction is indicated by a coincidence 4513 or
2314, respectively, falling within a 5.7-microsecond
gate triggered by the 1234 coincidence. The gate has an
initial delay of 0.15 microsecond to insure that muons
and prompt electrons will not be confused with each
other. Both forward and backward electrons are
processed by the same circuits, but the information is
routed to different groups of chaiinels of a commercial
pulse-height analyzer (manufactured by PENCO,
Model No. PA-4) by an external addressing circuit.
The latter circuit also discriminates between electrons
appearing before and after a variable delay time, T&,

storing them separately. A given event is thus stored in
one of four groups of channels corresponding to late-
front, early-front, late-back, or early-back.

Figure 2 gives a block diagram showing the relation
between the various electronic circuits.

For the timing of the events, an additional counter,
labeled Fast Counter, is employed. This counter has a
forked light pipe with two 8-in. thick plastic scintillators
attached, one on either side of the target so that the
stopping mu mesons and the electrons emitted in the
forward and backward directions are all timed using
the same phototube. Thus any long-term drift in the
characteristics of the tube affect all the timing pulses
the same. The output of this 6810A photomultiplier is
overclipped with a shorted cable, and the time at which
the originally negative pulse is just cancelled by its own
reQection and becomes positive is taken as the timing
criterion for the pulse involved. This minimizes timing
jitter caused by Quctuating pulse height. "The positive
portion of the output is ampli6ed by a distributed stage
employing EFP-60 tubes set on the edge of conduction.
This "zero-crossing detector" gives saturated output
pulses for positive inputs of about 0.5 v; the inputs
employed in the actual run had positive portions of
about 10 v. The time jitter due to finite rise time
coupled with varying amplitude was thus minimized.
The final stages of this amplifier are separated into
two branches. Each one is gated by a 0.2 @sec pulse
triggered for one branch by the p stopping and for the
other by a gated electron.

The output of the zero-crossing detector is used to
trigger one of the pulsed oscillators, which then oscil-
lates for 6 +sec at a frequency either one Mc/sec higher
or lower than that of the reference oscillator (at a given
time both pulsed oscillators have the same frequency,
but this may be changed for both of them together

FAST COUNTER
OVERCLIPPED

OUTPUT

1234
I DEAD I GA'tE CIRCUIT
I TIME I

" "
Ilf STOPPING

5 7 ~sec GATE

sec

Dl STRI BUTED
ZERO - CROSS I N G

DETECTOR AND
GATED AMP LI F I ER

RAMP CHARGE START

PULSED
OS C I LLATOR;

86 200 KC
REFER EN CE
OS CI L LATOR

LOG I C

NETWORK

23 I4

lI

ELECTRON

e GATE

I PULSEDDELAY I- —'OSCILLATOR"

RAMP DISCHAR GE START

1I 1(

GATED
GATE

ELECTRON

BACKWARD
ELECTRON

PULSE
HEIGHT

ANALYZER

ADDRESS I N G CIR CU IT

FIG. 2. Block diagram of electronics. The fast counter output, when gated by the appropriate identifying coincidence, initiates the
triggering of the proper pulsed oscillator. The latter signal is mixed with the reference oscillator, and the beat note analyzed by the logic
network. The output is routed to the proper group of channels in the pulse-height analyzer, by means of the addressing circuit.

"H. W. Lefevre and J. T. Russell, Rev. Sci. Instr. 30, 159 (1959).
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during the course of the experiment). The pulsed oscil-
lator output is mixed with that of the continuously
running reference oscillator, whose frequency for this
experiment is 86.200 Mc/sec. The mixed signal is fed
into the "logic" circuit (so-called because of the many
logical operations it performs) which uses the detected
envelope of the mixed frequencies. The idea of expand-
ing the time scale by beating rung oscillators having
slightly diGerent frequencies has been used by Cottini
and Gatti. "A related type of time vernier was used by
Lefevre and Russell. " Our apparatus has more in
common with that of Chase and Higinbotham. "

The envelope of the mixed signal is a 1 Mc/sec
periodic waveform whose phase is determined by the
phase of the reference oscillator at the instant the
pulsed oscillator was started, and by the (fixed) starting
phase of the pulsed oscillator. Subtracting the measured
phase for the electron timing pulse from that for the
corresponding li stopping yields the quantity p defined
in Sec. II.

Figure 3 shows the timing sequence of the processes
in the logic circuit. An output pulse from the zero-
crossing detector is used to start a condenser charging
(or discharging) at a constant rate. The mixed reference-
oscillator-pulsed-oscillator wave is demodulated, con-
verted to a square wave, and then differentiated to form
a series of alternating polarity pulses, each one corre-
sponding to a zero-crossing of the "beat note. " The
condenser charging (or discharging) stops at the first
such positive-going zero-crossing which follows a set
time delay, sufhcient to allow starting transients to
disappear. The voltage remaining on the condenser
after both the p and e channels have completed their
cycle of operation is then read out, and a count is
stored in the pulse-height analyzer in one of the group
of channels actuated by the addressing circuit. Delays
are arranged so that the discharging of the condenser
(actuated by the electron) does not begin until the
charging (actuated by the muon) is complete.

Note that since both P„and P, can fall between 0
and 2m, their difference can fall anywhere between —2x
and +2~. Thus if a single pulse is made to simulate
both electron and mu, and the pulse-height analyzer is
operated normally, without external addressiog, all the
counts (assuming perfect resolution) will be stored in
two single channels, spaced a distance corresponding
to 2m radians apart. That this is so is easily seen once it
is realized that, although (C,—C„)is now the same for
all counts, P, is randomly distributed, and in a certain
fraction of the cases will be smaller than g„.In that
case the counts will be stored in a channel corresponding
to qb

—2s.. Throwing a small delay into either branch
will displace both these channels by the same amount,
changing the distribution of counts between them. The

"C.Cottini and E. Gatti, Nnovo cimento 4, 1550 (1956).
'3R. L. Chase and W. A. Higinbotham, Rev. Sci. Instr. 28,

448 (1957).
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RAMP DISCHARGE STOP
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I

READ OUT

Fio. 3. Timing diagram of logic network (not to scale). Beat
notes have phase equal to that of the reference oscillator at time
of respective Ramp Start. Ramp Stops occur at a positive-going
zero-crossing after a delay to avoid transients.

gain setting may then be adjusted so that the separation
is exactly ten channels.

When the pulse-height analyzer is addressed ex-
ternally in the present system, the "tens" addressing is
interrupted so that counts which would ordinarily be
stored in channels 11, 21, 31, etc., are all stored in
channel 1. The tens address is then supplied by the
external addresser, depending on the nature of the
event. Thus late-front events are stored in channels
10—19, early-front in channels 30—39, etc. The folded
displays obtained have the eGect of removing the
above-mentioned ambiguity of 2x, since in all cases
counts corresponding to the same g will be stored in
the same units channel.

Thus at the end of each run one has four distribu-
tions, X~. The forward and backward electrons are
treated separately; they serve to increase the statistics
for a given running time, but are otherwise unrelated
to each other for our purposes. For each group the
quantity o. is calculated.

10 10

n=arctan P 1V; sing; P 1V, cosp;, (13)

where S; is the number of counts stored in the channel
whose phase angle is p, . This is equivalent to a least
square fit with phase angle as a parameter. The numer-
ator is proportional to the coefficient of the sing term
in the Fourier analysis of E~. The denominator is
proportional to the coefficient of cosp. The standard
deviation of o, is given by

( Bcr P

i (81V)
sZ' 1V'

(&4)
(P; 1V, sing;)'+ (P; E; cosp;)'

Averages of O,„,~~-n~, ~, are formed for forward and back-
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ward electrons and over the several runs at the same
magnetic Geld. The plot of early-late phase shift vs mag-
netic field follows Eq. (12). This phase shift passes
through zero when co~ ——coo. Thus if the measured
(n„,~~-n~, t,) is plotted es H the intercept n=0 gives H
fol coo= coH.

It should be noted that use may be made of Eq. (12)
directly. From measurements made at a single setting
of the magnetic field, the distance from resonance may
be calculated. This relation is useful especially in the
early stages of the experiment when the resonance is
being sought. It suffers from the small disadvantage
that the gate times must be measured accurately.

IV. OTHER EQUIPMENT

A. Magnet

The pole faces of the magnet are 3—,', in. apart and
11 in. in diameter, made of Armco iron. There are
circular rings 9-in. inside diameter by 11-in. outside
diameter, 4 in. thick, at the perimeters. Fine shimming
is accomplished with rings of one and two-mil shim
stock cemented to the pole faces. At a Geld of 6357
gauss, the uniformity of the Geld over a volume 2 in.
high by 3 in. long by 1 in. thick in the center of the
field, is such that the root-mean-square deviation from
the average is 40 parts per million. The field. was
mapped several times before, during and after the run;
and the volume averages of the field calculated in each
case (relative to the field at the center of the gap) do
not deviate from each other by more than 10 ppm.

In the mapping of the Geld, and in the subsequent
monitoring, a nuclear magnetic resonance probe is
fastened to a rigid arm which is mounted on a milling
machine bed. The center of the probe in the monitor
position is midway between the pole faces 1—,'in. from
the axis. The difference between the field at this
position and that in the center of the gap is repro-
ducible to within 30 ppm of the total field.

B. Target

The target used was bromoform in a copper container
measuring 2 in. )&2—', in. )&8 in. overall. The walls were
of such thickness that the copper did not occupy more
than 20% of the total volume. A stand was provided
so that the target could be positioned reproducibly in
the most uniform part of the field.

C. Regulator

The transistor current regulator used with the magnet
is described elsewhere. ' The proton magnetic resonance
is d.isplayed on an oscilloscope and continuously moni-
tored. The proton oscillator is continually calibrated by
zero-beating with a crystal-calibrated frequency meter
(U. S. Navy type CKB 74028). A shift of 40 ppm

"R.I.. Garwin, D. P. Hutchinson, S. Penman, and G. Shapiro,
Rev. Sci. Instr. 30, 105 (1959).

would be easily visible and can be corrected manually
by adjusting the potentiometer controlling the error
signal for the regulator. It is estimated that the regula-
tion is such that the time average of the magnetic
field during a run does not diR'er from its nominal
value by more than a least count of the frequency
meter, or 15 ppm.

D. Reference Oscillator

The reference frequency is provided by a General
Radio signal generator oscillating at a fundamental
frequency of 28.733 Mc/sec. A frequency tripler circuit
generates the third harmonic, and this signal is then
fed through two isolating amplifiers (Hewlett-Packard
distributed type B) before being mixed with the
pulsed oscillator outputs. The frequency of this signal
is checked repeatedly with a frequency meter. Both
this meter and the one used to calibrate the nuclear
magnetic resonance are themselves calibrated against
the nearest 10-kc/sec subharmonic of the same 1-Mc/sec
crystal oscillator. Thus, even if this crystal is not
exactly 1 Mc/sec, the ratio f„/f~will be given correctly.
The linear scales of the frequency meters are relied
upon only to interpolate between the 10-kc/sec har-
monics.

E. Counters

The accurate timing in this experiment is made
possible by the large current handling capabilities, as
well as by the low transit time spread of the 6810A
photomultiplier tube. The use of these tubes is facili-
tated by a cathode follower string described elsewhere. "

The remaining counters, except for counter No. 1, are
limited in size by the necessity of Gtting inside the
magnet. They are all —,'6 in. thick, 2~ in. high, and 3 in.
to 4 in. long, except counter No, 3, which is cut so as
just to cover the target, in order to minimize back-
ground. Sufhcient carbon absorber is placed in between
counters No. 1 and No. 2 to stop all pions, and leave
the muons with just enough range to stop in the bromo-
form target.

Two copper plates, each 4 in. thick, are inserted
between the fast counter and counters No. 2 and
No. 5, respectively, to stop the low-energy emitted
positrons, and hence enhance the asymmetry.

V. CHECKS ON SYSTEMATICS

The systematic requirements on the performance of
the equipment are severe. There are two general
categories:

(a) The system must be aperiodic; i.e., no spurious
"asymmetri. es" or "eQ'ects" must be introduced which
would confuse the interpretation of the data, or so
distort them as to lead to an incorrect result.

(b) The system must be uniform; i.e., all events
must be treated identically, and in particular there

'5 S. Penman, Rev. Sci. Instr. (to be published).
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must be no difference in the processing of "early" and
"late" events in all stages of the equipment, within
very narrow tolerance.

An upper limit on the existence of aperiodic effects
can be placed by making certain changes in the setup,
and requiring that the system behave in a prescribed
manner. Thus the effects observed are demonstrated to
be real. Of the residual, undetected asymmetries of the
system, their effect can be reduced, if not completely
cancelled, by averaging the data over various situations
in which equipment aperiodicity would have mutually
opposite effects.

The seriousness of nonuniformity can be recognized
from the fact that a systematic shift of hve degrees
over 100 cycles (that is, a timing shift of 0.1 nanosecond.
over a period of 1 psec) will produce an error of 0.01%
in the results. Since there are no standards readily
available to produce a time interval of that duration
to that accuracy, the problem of testing for such shifts
was raised. Preliminary reports of this experiment con-
tain erroneous results because such an error was
undetected.

A. Recovery of Zero-Crossing Detector
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Both the muon and the electron timing pulse are
amplified by the same distributed stage of the zero-
crossing detector, within a few microseconds of each
other. If the circuit has a recovery time of this order
of magnitude, this will give rise to a systematic delay
in the second of the two (the electron pulse) which
depends on how soon it follows the first. Such a de-

pendence was actually shown to exist in the original
circuit by the following test. An artificial pulse was
used to simulate a muon, and the same pulse, delayed
by a few microseconds was used to simulate an electron.
The PHA display was that of two single-channel peaks
separated by 2m, as explained previously. The same
pulse was then used a third time, intermediate between
the simulated muon and electron, to fire the distributed
stage; so that the state of recovery of the circuit, at
the time of the simulated electron, was altered. A shift
as large as 1/20 of a cycle was observed in the resulting
display. Such a shift, occurring over a period of 100
cycles, is capable of introducing a systematic error of
0.05'%%uo.

This source of error was remedied by irIcreusirlg the
recovery time of the circuit. For it will be seen that if
the recovery time is 50 @sec, the variations in charac-
teristics over a 6 @sec gate will be small, and all electron
timing pulses will be delayed by the same amount. The
freedom of the system from systematic errors of this
nature was then demonstrated in the following fashion.

An artificial source of correlated pulses was formed

by modulating the grid of a phototube with the thirty-
volt output of a second signal generator operated at or
near the reference frequency. Pulses were produced by
exposing the counter to random radiation from a

FxG. 4. Time resolution of the system. (a) The same input is
used to trigger both pulsed oscillators. (b) Same as (a) folded into
ten channels. (c) Coherent inputs from two phototubes focused
on the same scintillator.

beta source. There was almost complete correlation in
time between pulses accepted above a given threshold,
and the modulating signal. One of these pulses was
selected at random as the simulated muon, and the
pulse next following it as the simulated electron. Thus
a correlation between these two was achieved, analogous
to that between a precessing muon and its decay elec-
tron. The full apparatus was then run in a simulated
experiment.

When the modulating signal was set at exactly the
reference frequency, no early-late phase shift was de-
tected, to within an uncertainty of 0.001'%%uo. When the
frequency was varied the expected phase shifts were
observed.

B. Time Resolution

The time resolution of the entire system can be
tested rigorously by feeding pulses with a fixed time
separation into both branches. The counts fall into
two channels separated by one cycle (of 86.2 Mc/sec)
corresponding to 11.6 nanoseconds. The separation is
set at 10 channels. Figure 4(a) shows the actual dis-
tribution obtained when the same pulse simulates mu

and electron. The resolution is clearly better than one
channel, or 1.2 nanoseconds. Figure 4(b) shows a
similar distribution with the PHA addressed externally
so that the 20-channel distribution in 4(a) is folded into
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10 channels, and the two peaks are superimposed.
Figure 4(c) shows the 20-channel distribution when the
simulated mu and electron are not the same pulse, but
are the outputs of two diferent photomultipliers
viewing the same scintillator, which is exposed to a
beta source. The optical coupling was poor so that the
pulse sizes are much smaller and the statistical Quctu-
ations larger than would be expected during the experi-
ment. The time resolution is, nevertheless, quite good—
better than 1 nanosecond half-width at half maximum.

The time resolution is checked by this method
before and after each one-hour run. If the channel in
which the peaks fall had changed, or the separation
had become diferent from 10 channels, or the peaks
become broader, the proper adjustments are made to
restore the system to its orig'inal conditions (by adjust-
ing gains of amplifiers, frequencies of pulsed oscillators,
or charging rate of condenser). In no case was this
change greater than half a channel. Since both early
and late events are affected alike, the consequence of a
drift is only to broaden the time resolution, i.e., reduce
asymmetry and hence increase the uncertainty, with no
first order systematic eGect on the early-late phase shift.

Each run at a given field is followed by a run at the
same setting with an additional 4—, feet of RG-63U
cable (approximately half a cycle delay) added to the
electron branch. The value of n should thus shift 180'.
When the results are averaged, the eGect of any residual
asymmetry, stemming from a nonlinear phase-channel
number relation, would be cancelled. No such asym-
metry was in fact observed.

As a further cheCk on the systems Qdelayed Qundeiayed is
determined for each pair of corresponding groups in
successive runs, and averaged over all runs. The mean
value of this quantity is 175.5'&2.5'. This corresponds
to the 4~ feet of cable providing a delay of 5.6 nano-
seconds, or a velocity of propagation of 0.80, as com-
pared with the manufacturer's value of 0.83, times that
of light in free space.

quite obvious )each display is ideally, allowing for
statistical fluctuations, of the form L1+a cos(P —n)].
The early-late phase shift is about 30' in this case.
It is evident that the Fourier analysis used in Eq. (13)
is absolutely essential to the derivation of meaningful
results.

E. Asymmetry CoeRcient

Figure 6 is a graph of the coeKcient, A, of the cosine
term in (1+2 cosP) vs magnetic field for some of the
runs. The solid curve is a/R, as given by Eqs. (3) and
(5), for a= s. The effect observed appears to be con-
sistent with large values of a. This graph, based on 8—,

'
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D. Beat Frequency Reversal

As a further check on the uniformity of the logic
network (for example, leakage of the condenser in a
preferred direction might cause a nonuniformity), the
frequencies of the two pulsed oscillators are changed
during the experiment from 1 Mc/sec below to 1 Mc/sec
above that of the reference oscillator. All quantities
determined by parameters occurring before this point
in the apparatus (such as 0, n, R) remain the same, but
now g„—P, is displayed on the PHA, i.e., the display
appears "backwards. " All quantities calculated by the
same formulas will thus appear to have changed sign,

1 W 1
ViZ

p O'early &late& O'back &fronts an& &delayed &undelayed

in fact observed. The resonance point is calculated
separately in the two cases of pulsed oscillator fre-
quency, and the average taken. The two agree with each
other to within the stated error.

C. Geometry
50— ~ ~

z 0 ~ ~ ~ ~ 4 ~ ~ 4 ~

DE L'AYED
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An average value for all runs of nb„k-nf„„~is also
determined. The mean value is 197'%2 . This quantity
is consistent with the geometric angle, Hb„k-8f„„t,be-
tween the lines of center of the forward and backward
counters, as measured during the experiment, and
allowing for variations in counter sensitivity with
position of the event in the crystal. The results of this
experiment are in no way dependent on the exact
alignment of the counters, since measurements made at
any angle 0 should give the same early-late phase
shift.

Figure 5 shows the pulse-height analyzer display for
a pair of 30-minute runs at the same field setting with

4—', feet of cable added to the electron branch in the

upper run. The 180' phase shifts from front to back and

from delayed to undelayed for corresponding groups are
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FiG. 5. Distributions, E~, obtained in two successive half-
hour runs with bromoform target. Each is ideally of the form
L1+a cos(p —n)]. The upper run was taken with an additional
delay of one-half cycle added to the electron pulse. The 180'
phase shift between the two runs, and also between front and
back of corresponding groups of the same run, is obvious. The
phase shift between adjacent early and late groups is ~30' for
this field setting.
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hours of running, shows how difficult it would be to
trace a resonance curve using the asymmetry coefficient
alone. This large asymmetry is inconsistent with the
broad line found by the Chicago group. Any line
broadening must reduce the a value for late electrons.

EGects that might decrease the asymmetry are:
folding factors from finite time and geometric resolution—which could not in this experiment account for more
than 15 /o decrease; accidental background —which was
measured both by putting a long initial delay before
opening the 5.7 psec gate, and by comparing the
number of early and late counts with the known gate
lengths —is not more than 10% of the total counts;
pions or unpolarized muons stopping in the target—
which cannot be very great, because of the large
observed asymmetries. These effects reduce the ampli-
tude of the cosine term (relative to the constant
average) and, therefore, reduce the accuracy of deter-
mining n, but do not aGect the magnitude of the early-
late phase shift.

There remains the possibility of a residual asym-
metry, if the electronics tends to favor some channels
over others (e.g., a nonlinearity of the ramp might
cause such an effect). This is largely cancelled by
averaging delayed and undelayed runs. As a check, the
counts from corresponding channels of all four groups
and all the runs were added together; and the asym-
metry computed is a=0.02&0.02, negligible if not zero.
Since the distributions are shifted by 180' between
delayed and undelayed asymmetries, the true asym-
metry (due to the mu decay) should cancel leaving
only the equipment asymmetry.

Periodic checks are made of the addressing circuits
to insure that counts are not stored in the wrong group
of channels. No wrong counts were ever observed
during the run.
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Fro. &. (oesrly clrsts) es magnetic Geld (expressed as the ratio of
reference frequency to proton NMR frequency). "Resonance" is
determined by the intercept, which is obtained by least-square
best Gt of a straight line.

The delay is varied until the storage address changes
from early group to late group. This separation is then
measured with the calibrated sweep of an oscilloscope
(nonlinearity less than 5%). For the runs used in the
analysis, it is found that the length of the early gate
was 1.75+0.05 @sec, stable to this accuracy throughout
the experiment. The late electrons fall in the remainder
of the 5.7 @sec gate. For constant total gate length
(Tr+Ts), Eq. (12) is not sensitive to variations in the
division between the two. Moreover, since it is the
intercept corresponding to zero phase shift between
early and late as a function of magnetic Geld that is
sought, it is not necessary to know this time to great
precision.

In the analysis of the data, it is noted that in the
region used, Eq. (12) does not differ appreciably from
a straight line. Therefore, a least square Gt to a straight
line (of unknown slope and intercept) is calculated. The
slope is then compared to the average slope of Eq. (12)
and found to agree within the errors. Figure 7 shows

the points obtained with one setting of the pulsed
oscillator frequencies. The curve with the other setting
is similar, having the same intercept (within the stated
error) but opposite slope. The straight line is the least
square best fit. The error due to statistics can be calcu-
lated from the goodness-of-fit, and agrees with that
obtained using Eq. (14).

F. Early-Late Time Division

The length of the multivibrator used to discriminate
between early and late electrons is checked by using a
variable-delay artificial pulser (double-pulser) in place
of the 1234 and 4513 (or 2314) coincidence, respectively.

M TARGET

MAGNETIC FIELD (PROTON FREOUENCY IN KC)

IO r r» I I ) I I I «« I I r «l I I

27020 27040 27060 27080 27IOO

FH'. 6. Asymmetry coeKcient as a function of 6eld setting.
The solid curve is given by a/R= ', (I+(carr cur)'r'j —&—
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VI. RESULTS

The ratio f„/fo is found to be 3.1834&0.0002.
The mass of the muon has such great bearing on the

interpretation of the results of this experiment that it
was considered worthwhile to re-evaluate the lower
limit on the mass, as determined by experiments with
mu-mesic x-rays. Koslov, Fitch, and Rainwater" '~

found that the x-ray emitted in the 3D;-2P; transition
in mu-rnesic phosphorus (»P"), had an energy greater
than that of the E-absorption edge in lead. The wave
number of this transition is related to the mass of the
muon by

5 mp mq -'- 13
p= —E„Z'—

~
1+

~
1+ (Zcr)'+P 8; . (15)

36 m, ~ mg) 144

The second term is the fine structure in the Pauli-
Sommerfeld approximation. The major term among the
6; is the correction due to vacuum polarization. This can
be calculated on the basis of a point nucleus using
Schrodinger wave functions. ' "The expectation value
of the "Uehling potential"" has been evaluated numeri-
cally to greater precision, and it is found bv. p. ——0.003757.
Many smaller correction terms have also been calcu-
lated explicitly, and it appears they mutually cancel
each other. " (Certain unevaluated e6'ects which may
give larger contributions than those considered by us
here, such as polarization of the nucleus by the muon,
and dynamic coupling with the orbital electrons, are
currently under investigation. ) From the results with
mu-mesic x-rays it is concluded, for Z= 15; and
no~ ——30.9843 amu "

t (Pb E edge)

m, 31.25 (1.001163)

and the uncertainty in this limit is mostly in the
measurement of the x-ray absorption edge. This was
last measured directly in 1927" to an accuracy of one
part in 1500. The value of the E-absorption edge may,
however, be deduced by combining E-emission lines
with the L-absorption edge associated with the upper
level in the lead atom. Using tabulated values of these
lines" and the most recent values of the conversion

' S. Koslov, V. Fitch, and J. Rainwater, Phys. Rev. 95, 291
(1954I."S.Koslov, Nevis Report No. 19, Columbia, 1954 (unpub-
lished).

»J. Rainwater, Annual Reviews of Nuclear Science (Annual
Reviews, Inc. , Palo Alto, 1957), Vol. 7, p. 23.

'9 E. A. Uehling, Phys. Rev. 49, 55 (1935); R. Serber, Phys.
Rev. 48, 49 (1935).

2 A. Petermann and Y. Yamaguchi, Phys. Rev. Letters 2, 359
(1959).

+ H. E. Huntley, Nmcteor SPecies (Macmillan and Company,
Ltd. , London, 1954), p. 97.

~ J. K. Mack and J. M. Cork, Phys. Rev. 30, 742 (1927). But
see also A. J. Bearden, Phys. Rev. Letters 4, 240 (1960).

23 Y. Cauchois and H. Hulubei, Tables de Constantes Selectionnees
Jongueurs d'Onde des Emissions et des Discontinuites d'Absorp-
tion X (Hermann et Cie, Paris, 1947).

factors, '4 one obtains v (Pb K edge) =6469.2 rydbergs.
The error to be assigned must take into account the
uncertainty of this procedure, the finite width of the
levels, and the experimental definition of an absorption
"edge. "- Here we shall only assume that the error in
the mass lower limit is less than, or of the order of the
error in the present experiment. The result so derived is

m„)206.78~0.01ns, .

The muon g factor is derived from the equation

g.=g.(f./f. ) (m,/m. )
Using"

g„=2(2.79275&0.00003), me= 1836.12&0.02m,

we obtain

g„)2 (1.00122+0.00008),

compared to the quantum electrodynamical predic-
tion of

g= 2 (1.00116).

VII. CONCLUSION

The results of this experiment make it appear that
the magnetic moment of the mu meson is probably not
less than that predicted by quantum electrodynamics,
on the assumption that the muon is a "heavy electron. "
The mass limit determination is still an important
problem, and it is not impossible that there remain
uncalculated perturbations in the energy levels of mu-
mesic phosphorus, or an error in the determination of
the E edge in lead. Accordingly, we are repeating the
important experiment of Koslov, Fitch, and Rainwater
with improved energy resolution. At the same time,
we are preparing to continue the present experiment at
200 Mc/sec with similar electronics but with consequent
higher accuracy; and we should be able to determine
the mu magnetic moment to 0.001'%%uo.
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cently been reported to us (J. Lathrop, et al. and A.
Bearden et al. , Phys. Rev. Letters (to be published) j
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Fzo. 8. Circuit diagram of zero-crossing detector.

with quantum electrodynamical theory is now quite by driving the output EFP 60 well into saturation and
good. clipping the output. The pulse thus obtained is large

(30 volts into 600) and constant in amplitude. The over-
ELECTRONIC APPENDIX all timing uncertainty obtained is less than 5)&10 ' sec.

Distributed Zero-Crossing Detector and
Gated Amplifier

For the accurate timing required in this experiment,
it is necessary to trigger the pulsed oscillators at times
reproducible with respect to our timing criterion (the
positive-going zero-crossing of the overclipped negative
output of the fast counter). This means that the
detection threshold should be minimal, and the output
pulse rise rate be maximal. To achieve adequate sensi-
tivity and maintain rise time, the initial stages of the
zero-crossing detector are distributed. KFP-60's are
employed, as shown in Fig. 8 set just above the edge of
conduction (conducting about 1 ma). The circuit output
commences when the positive swing of the overclipped
counter pulse had reached 5'Po of its maximum value or
about 0.5 volt.

The final two stages are separated into two branches,
gated, respectively, by the p, and e outputs of the gating
circuit. Switches are provided so that they may be
operated ungated for test purposes. The trigger circuits
actuated by the zero-crossing circuit output have time
delays which are a function of the input pulse size and
rise time. To minimize the timing uncertainty, the
output pulses of the zero-crossing circuit are produced

Pulsed Oscillators

A circuit diagram of the pulsed oscillators is shown in
Fig. 9.A trigger circuit, (Vi, V~), like those described in
the gating circuit, is used to turn on a Hartly-type
oscillator for 6 @sec by applying a fast-rising 200-v
pulse to the screen of the 6AK5, (V4). Screen to control
grid capacitance injects enough of the proper Fourier
component into the tank circuit to obtain reliable
starting. To reduce starting transients in the output of
the circuit, which would disturb the low-frequency
amplifiers, the final stage is a 6AS6 amplifier (V4)
normally biased o6 at the suppressor and turned on

slowly with the oscillator gate through a low pass RC
time constant 0.5 @sec. By the time the 6AS6 has
attained full gain, starting transients in the oscillator
have disappeared.

As a test of starting phase stability, the two pulsed

oscillators adjusted to nearly the same frequency were

triggered simultaneously with the zero-crossing outputs
and beat together. A shift of 5&(10 " sec in starting
time could have been easily detected by eye on the
oscilloscope screen and was not observed. This result is
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FIG. 9. Circuit diagram of pulsed oscillator.

con6rmed by the over-all system check described else-
where in this paper.

Logic Network

The reference oscillator voltage is of the form
e'&""+&&, where p is the phase at t=0, i.e., when the
event being measured occurs. After transients have
disappeared, the pulsed oscillator voltage is of the
form Ae'&&"0 @'+&' where A is the relative amplitude of
the signal, P the difference frequency, which was chosen
to be 1 Mc/sec, y the fixed arbitrary starting phase of
the pulsed oscillator. The combined signal is then
e'&""+4'[1+Ac '&e'+»&). If a condenser is charged at a
constant rate from t=0 until Pt+p 7= (m/2) j27re-
where e is the number of cycles ignored so that
transients disappear, the charge stored will be linear
in g. If one charges this condenser for a time correspond-
ing to @„,and discharges it for a time corresponding
to P„the charge remaining will be linear in p—=g,—p„,
the quantity of interest in this experiment.

The block diagram of the logic network which yields
a pulse whose amplitude is proportional to g is shown
in Fig. 10. The combined signal is rectified and filtered.
The envelope is converted into a square wave by the
clipping amplifier using stabistor diodes with a stable
forward conducting threshold of 0.2 v. The square
wave is diGerentiated so that a train of alternating
positive and negative short pulses at half-microsecond
intervals is obtained.

The relation between g and the clipped pulse time
will be linear only after the clipping ampli6er has re-
covered from starting transients. Therefore, an "enable"
multivibrator is introduced which opens a gate one
microsecond after the ramp start. A coincidence is made
in the "gated multivibrator, "with the first subsequent
positive pulse of the train. This is an improvement over
the circuit of Chase and Higinbotham, ' in which an

unavoidable nonlinearity distorted a considerable por-
tion of the cycle. In the present circuit, one waits for a
cycle or more of the beat frequency until all eRects of
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the finite pass-band of the ampli6er on the sudden start
of the beat note have died away.

The problem arises of the distortion of pulses falling
during the rise of the "enable" gate. The ramp is,
therefore, stopped not with the first positive pulse
after the enable pulse but with the next following
negative pulse after the first positive pulse. The "self-
gate" is primed by the output of the gated multi-
vibrator, and it then passes the next negative pulse
from the train 0.5 @sec later which triggers the stop
multivibrator. The combined time jitter of the start
and stop multivibrator is less than &0.05 psec. Worse
jitter than this would worsen the time resolution, but
has no first order effect on the measurement.

The negative output of the zero-crossing amplifier is
used to trigger the start multivibrator. A fourfold
coincidence between "start" and "stop" outputs from
both p and electron channels is required before any
signal will be stored in the PHA. Switches are provided
to eliminate this requirement from either side for test
purposes.

The ramp condenser that stores the charge propor-
tional to P„-p,is initially clamped to ground with two
vacuum diodes. These diodes are cut oG with the muon
start multivibrator output and remain so until after
the readout.

The ramp charge pulse allows the ramp to be charged
through a vacuum diode and two paralleled 100K

deposited carbon precision (+1%) resistors, by cutting
oG the tube which holds the diode plate below ground.
The ramp will charge until the ramp charge stop pulse
pulls the diode plate below ground. The "stop" output
always outlasts the "start. " Similarly, the ramp dis-
charge circuit allows the ramp to discharge through two
100K precision resistors and a diode. The ramp circuit
is thus made independent of tube characteristics since
charging rates are determined by fixed resistors in
series with vacuum diodes whose voltage drop in the
forward direction is negligible compared with that
across the charging resistors. The use of vacuum diodes
throughout minimizes leakage currents stemming from
finite back resistances. Leakage of the ramp condenser,
which could introduce a systematic error, was checked
and found to be negligible. The discharging rate may
be varied with a potentiometer, in series with the fixed
resistors. This will compensate for the frequencies of
the pulsed oscillators not being identical. Adjustment is
made for best time resolution as indicated by viewing
the PHA when the same input is fed to both p,aFnd e

channels.
The read multivibrator is triggered by the electron

"stop" pulse after a delay to make sure all charging
and discharging is complete. The read-out gated cathode
follower gives an output linear in the charge on the
ramp condenser with an adjustable pedestal.


